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Pagaya | Raymond James Technology Investors Conference 

John Davis: 

Okay, I think we're going to go ahead and get started here. My name is John Davis, I'm the payments 
and fintech analyst here at Raymond James. We're excited to have Pagaya co-founder and CEO, Gal 
Krubiner and CFO, Mike Kurlander with us this morning to tell us a little about the story. First, I'm going 
to have them introduce themselves and give a little background, then we'll hop into a slide presentation, 
and then we'll have Q and A at the end, if you'd like to ask questions, you please use the podium 
functionality within Zoom. So, with that, I'll hand it off to Gal. 

Gal Krubiner: 

So, Davis thank you so much for having us, super excited to be here and to share the Pagaya story. 
Obviously, many news lately and continuing to have a very strong momentum of growth. By a way of 
background, I'm Gal Krubiner, the CEO and the co-founder of Pagaya as you mentioned. My previous 
background is a financial background. So, I'm coming from UBS, Deutsche Bank, and dealing with the 
different parts of the financial world in banking. And my co-founders are Avital Pardo and Yahav Yulzari. 
They're coming both an asset management spaces and long as very strong AI background in Tel Aviv. 
And that's really maybe, their mission. And their capability that we bring to the table as company, with 
over 170 very strong research and developers based in Israel and another 150 business people based 
here in New York. Mike, you want to take it from here? 

Mike Kurlander: 

Sure. And nice to meet everyone virtually. Mike Kurlander, CFO at Pagaya. I joined earlier this year from 
Citadel. I was Deputy Global Treasurer at Citadel. Prior to Citadel, I had spent the bulk of my career a 
little over 17 years, at Goldman Sachs in a variety of finance roles. 

Gal Krubiner: 

So thank you everyone for joining. What we thought it makes sense today is to flip a little bit around the 
deck, the investment presentation deck that we just shared about our SPAC announcement with EJF a 
few months ago. And as such, feel free JD, to ask any questions and to make it as interactive as possible, 
while we are sharing our story and trying to articulate what Pagaya is after. At a very high level, nutshell, 
I think what I will try to walk through the next few pages, is the vision of the company. What we're 
trying to build here, how our very unique business model works, how the growth played out in the last 
few quarters. And how does that imply into the AI and the data moats that we have? We'll touch a little 
bit about Q3 updates, and then we'll go into the market opportunity and the way we make revenues in 
some of the highlights of Pagaya as the solution we're bringing to the world. 

Gal Krubiner: 

So first and foremost, from a vision perspective, we as a company, trying to find a way to help better 
financial outcomes for our partners, that we are working very closely with and their customers. And the 
way we go about it is really in a little bit different approach of trying to build a very strong artificial 
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intelligence network that is helping both our partner to grow their business, and therefore can better 
serve their customers. And we are talking about partners, we're talking actually on every company that 
is actually lending or about to lend. So it can be fintech players. It can be non-bank lenders, and it can be 
banks that is becoming our biggest opportunity and the things we are really focusing going after. And 
the beauty about the approach we took is that we are really agnostic to market. 

Gal Krubiner: 

We operate the same business model, both in consumer credit, like personal loans, like auto loans, 
consumer credit, such as credit cards, and even taking that to the POS and BNPL, which are more at the 
frontier of the world progress. And if you see on the next page, which we are sharing our business 
model, our business model is very unique and simple. So when we are working with our partners, we are 
actually allowing them to be able to lend more. That's the bottom line. We are increasing dozens of 
percent, sometimes even 30% on the ability of a partner to lend. And that is coming, because Pagaya is 
coming with very strong AI capabilities of a network that we have developed to be able to connect to 
many partners and therefore to collect a lot of data, and therefore to be able to bring an outcome, 
which is a better underwriting to the world and embedded and parallel to that, we are actually coming 
with the funding capabilities, leaving the partners to actually have new consumers, and adding more 
customers to their ecosystem without having any additional balance sheet risk, or any credit risk. 

Gal Krubiner: 

And what you see in front of you is an illustration of the flow that is actually the core way that Pagaya 
works. So in step one, a customer is going and approaching one of our partners and is asking for a credit, 
let it be an auto loan or a credit card. And in many cases, the partner decides to push that request to us 
because they are thinking that our ability to meet the client demand is going to be higher. And in step 
two, when actually the partner is getting the request, he's pinging the Pagaya AI network in step three, 
Pagaya is doing a full underwriting with that information and millions of others of samples that we have, 
and actually offering back to the customer through the partners, an offering for a credit. As soon as the 
consumer is actually accepting that credit, he is getting a loan, which is very interesting, because he 
thinks that the loan is actually coming from the partner, and the partner is actually the lend of record. 

Gal Krubiner: 

But in the same time behind the scene, we are financing that type of transaction and providing the 
funding to it, both with our technology and the capital that we're raising from institutional investors. 
And then step four, we are creating the financial assets that we are selling over to the institutional 
clients behind us. And the way we actually make money is we earn fees on our network volume that is 
acquired by institutional investors. So as you can imagine, nothing is staying on our balance sheet. Now, 
the progress and the development of that very simple business model that is allowing partners and 
banks to be able to be the lender of record, and to be able to be the one who has the relationship and 
the connectivity with the customer was such a success that we saw a huge growth over the last year. 

Gal Krubiner: 

And you can see in the next page that really, that growth has been materialized to an almost 200% of 
growth in our network volume, 300% growth in our revenue, reaching to almost $5 billion of scale on an 
annual basis of Q2 and almost $400 million dollars of revenue annually while being able to collect an 
amount of mode of data that is second to none with a 16 million plus training data points that we are 
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collecting from going live with the different partners. A 100% percent is fully automated and really 
reaching to a very rapid growth, high scalable type of platform. And that is the...yes, JD? 

John Davis: 

Yeah. So I was just going to jump in with a question on go to market strategy and how you find these 
partners and financial institutions and how they find out about Pagaya and why they partner with you. 
Maybe just talk a little bit about that for a second? 

Gal Krubiner: 

Yes, definitely. So, maybe we'll flip to the next page, and we see in the next page, the recent 
announcement that we had, which is the partnership with SoFi. So think about SoFi, which is a great, or 
one of the best maybe lenders for student loans. And when they're thinking about their mission and 
when they want to serve more customers, they are every time looking for ways they could meet their 
customers' demand because for SoFi, the SoFi brand is so strong and so relevant for that. And when 
they're going about that, they're asking, how can we be most quickly increasing our ability to grow and 
to be able to meet our customer's demand. And when that comes to play, obviously Pagaya is offering a 
very seamless experience with a single simple API. They can grow their ability to originate personal loans 
in a very meaningful way in only a matter of months. So when we think about it, the way our go to 
market strategy is to identify different types of markets where we have a very strong solution, and then 
to offer that to that type of lenders, to be able to extend that box. And it's very clear that like the fintech 
lenders were the first adopters of that type of business model. The second one that we went after are 
some POS companies. The third one was actually auto loans, which the non-bank lenders, almost all of 
them are working with us in the U.S., or a massive amount of number of partners. And for them, it's a 
win-win. It's a risk free type of business model, that is allowing them to have more customers in the 
door after they spend the marketing dollars. So it's kind of a no-brainer. And the go-to-market strategy 
that we are now focusing on, is really bringing the banks to that capabilities and the ability to work with 
that. And that's the reason why we hired Leslie Gillin, which was the former Chief Marketing Officer of 
the full JP Morgan-Chase franchise to become the Chief Growth officer in Pagaya, and to lead the 
banking penetration strategy into the next level. 

Gal Krubiner: 

So that's how we think about it. And part of the EJFA merger was to accelerate the interactions with 
banks too as you know, Manny is one of the most known investors for US banks and bringing a lot of like 
relationship and credibility and connectivity with him. So that, to your question, JD, and, and I think that 
is being translated into very strong Q3 numbers that we saw, which we came with $137 million dollars 
of revenues, which is obviously representing 220% growth full 2020 year only at up until the third 
quarter of the year. So very strong momentum so far, and strong momentum, which we believe will 
continue to go into Q4. JD, any more questions before we're moving on? 

John Davis: 

I think the other one that just came to mind is you kind of talked about expanding the credit box for 
your lenders. So maybe just a little bit on a little more detail on that would be helpful? 

Gal Krubiner: 

Sure. So if you think about the different lenders throughout the life, they have developed like what 
they've called a "credit box" or an "area of focus." And sometimes, although they want to give to their 
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customers the full experience of giving them the loan requests that they're looking for, it's not always 
within the guidelines of their credit profile and history. And when we are coming into play and for each 
partner is very different. By the way, you would be surprised that some partners are coming to us and 
saying, "Hey, we are a sub-prime lender. We want to go after prime, would you be able to help us do 
that?" So the expansion of the credit is really coming from what are the things that you will be able 
Pagaya to approve and to acquire, while others are actually, which are not in our standard program. 

Gal Krubiner: 

So part of that will be to go lower in the FICO. Part of it will be to go higher in the FICO. Part of it will be 
outside of different stimulus. So literally looking on the credit box and the flow of the borrower that one 
is having and asking the question of where we see opportunities. And usually that comes to a 20, 30% 
lift. So it's very, very meaningful for these lenders, which are the greatest partners in the world. 

John Davis: 

Okay. No, that's perfect, thanks. 

Gal Krubiner: 

Perfect, thank you so much for the question. So moving on from that topic to the opportunity, obviously 
the opportunity is huge because if you think about it, and when you understand that we are a market 
agnostic, basically the full personal loan, automotive, point of sale, all of that is becoming the [inaudible] 
that we're looking after. And the when you think about our ability to partner with the different parts to 
do that, you could understand that the long term of Pagaya, which is above and beyond the next year, is 
to be able to do the same in any place where you can price with a very strong network, AI network, the 
probability of different events to happen. 

Gal Krubiner: 

And you can think about that as a potential ability to go after insurance too, and the potential ability to 
go after housing. So literally the full markets of assets are becoming a place where we think we can 
enable our partners to be able to drive better outcomes for the different type of requests and 
customers that we have. And in the next page, Mike will walk us through, you will see the growth that 
we had and how that is being translated into revenue. So, Mike, maybe you will be able to walk us a 
little bit through the growth that we experience, what we're expecting in the future, and how's that 
being translated to revenues? 

Mike Kurlander: 

Sure. So as Gal referred to earlier, the most important thing to understand when thinking about the 
Pagaya growth and business model is our network volume. We are earning fees off of that network 
volume. So it really starts with how are we able to continue to accelerate the amount of assets that 
come through into Pagaya. As you can see from the chart on the left hand side, we've been very strong 
in execution at being able to actually grow significantly over the last two years with network volume 
that has gone up, roughly 4x from 2019, just into 2021. And our momentum is carrying us into the end 
of the year with plans to grow significantly into 2022 and 2023 as you can see here. Now that translates 
into revenue through fees. Gal mentioned that our primary source of revenue, well over 90% of our 
revenue is based on fees that we're earning from our institutional clients. 

Mike Kurlander: 
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And the way to think about that is roughly for every dollar of network volume that is coming through 
Pagaya, roughly 8 to 9% of that, we are earning as fee revenue. Our institutional clients are effectively 
hiring us to use our AI technology to acquire these assets. Now, some amount of that 8 to 9% goes then 
back to partner in the example for actually getting the customer in the door. And so our revenue model 
will grow very much in line with the network volume. And you could see that the bars obviously trend in 
the right direction, in the same direction. For 2021 year end, if you look on the right hand side, we have 
a budget forecast of $407 million. And if you think about the numbers Gal just showed on two slides ago 
where we feel very, very confident just given our third quarter at $320 million year to date, we feel very 
confident in our ability to meet and exceed that forecast and be able to continue that path going into 
2022 and 2023. 

Gal Krubiner: 

Perfect. Thanks a lot, Mike. And, and I think JD, now we can go into some of the Pagaya highlights that 
you can see in the next two pages, or we can flip to different questions you want to bring, so let me 
know how you...? 

John Davis: 

Well, why don’t I throw in a couple questions and then we’ll go into the slides with maybe, maybe two 
quick ones. Gal, you gave us kind of the market opportunity there with auto, personal, student housing. 
What’s the mix of the business today? Is it mostly auto or credit or credit cards or personal loans? Like 
just how should we think about where you guys are playing today for the most part? 

Gal Krubiner: 

Definitely. So I think that if you think about it, the way the company merged and how it grew. So we 
definitely started where the fintechs are the biggest player, which is the personal loan. So the personal 
loan was by far, the most... is still most of our revenues and the growth that we have, or I would say 
most of the business. And then second to that, you can think that auto loan is definitely becoming a 
scalable business from Pagaya’s perspective and even real estate. So if you want to move to page 18, 
you will see that the interesting piece is how quickly we, one page before, how quickly we manage to 
get to one page before, how quickly we manage to get to each of these markets. And, and you can see 
there are different shapes of scale and growth, but like it’s very clear that the know-how, the 
institutional know-how of Pagaya is to turn quicker and quicker new markets while in the same time to 
be able to grow them. Now, the two focus areas that we are seeing for 2021 is definitely the credit cards 
as becoming the most important piece for the banks and auto loans to take that to the next level. So I 
think that these are the markets that will drive most of the growth, definitely in the second half of the 
year, as we are bringing more partners to our solutions and piling up that kind of like market 
opportunity and presence, if you will. 

John Davis: 

Okay. And then one more quick one, I'll let you get back to the slides, but as I think about, your 
institutional partners, not institutional partners, sorry, the banks, or fintechs, I assume you're giving 
them some sort of rev share for essentially bringing the customer. Is that the right way to think about it? 

Gal Krubiner: 

Yes. A 100%, that's what Mike touched upon before. So usually like why there are so much like to work 
with us because we're paying them both servicing fee and both origination fee. So both of these, and it 
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comes to like three, 4% on origination fee and, and 1 to 2% on the servicing fee. So this is definitely a fee 
revenue source for them without taking any balance sheet risk, I guess, or the banks that will work with 
us, the analysts of the bank would love that because it's exactly what they're looking to see as they 
grow, right? So we are helping that phenomena, and yes, 

Gal Krubiner: 

As we're taking that from our growth and providing that to the third parties we're working with. 

Mike Kurlander: 

And I just could elaborate on one point, it's a really important part of our business model that I think 
differentiates us, that we're not competing with the lenders in the space. We're actually complementing 
what they're doing. So we make it for the reasons Gal just mentioned really easy for them to want to 
work with us. And that enables us to continue to grow our partners. 

Gal Krubiner: 

And I think that's one of the reasons we don't think about fintech as a disruption. We think about fintech 
as the new financial services, and a way to help organizations to serve their customers better, because 
we're not disrupting, we're only complementing or adding so a different view on fintech from our 
perspective. 

John Davis: 

Okay. No, that makes a lot of sense. 

Gal Krubiner: 

And maybe if we want to move to next page, I think that's another, like yes, to this one. That's another 
interesting fact that when we are evolving a new partner, you can see the pace of growth of the volume, 
which is very much like we're increasing 3x after only six months and 6x only after 12 months. So, the 
impact on the revenues of the bank partner, whatever you want to call it, it's becoming very meaningful 
rather quickly so when you think about the amount of infrastructure build they need to do is mainly to 
connect the API and to put all the bells and whistles around. But there is no real big capital spend 
around that. And then very quickly you're getting into profitability of the way to work with Pagaya. So 
there is not a lot of like investment that these partners are doing. 

Gal Krubiner: 

And that's why you can imagine that once a partner is coming up, the retention is 100% because why 
should he give up on revenues in any sort of way? So I think that that's really the drivers for the success 
of our or business model. And if you want to think about it a little bit more holistically, so flip four pages 
before to result of our solution. Like...one more, sorry one, yeah. This is what we are driving for. We are 
driving for every partner to be able to have more customers and increasing the conversion of the flow 
that they are seeing. And we're driving for more customers getting financial products fulfillment, but the 
beauty is we are looking for the customer to do it in the place he likes to do it. So if he has his banks, he 
will continue to do it in his banks. If he likes to go to fintech, he will do it in a fintech. So keeping the 
ecosystem as it is, and only enhancing it is a great value proposition to be able to offer to the stability 
and to the longevity of all of this connectivity and to make sure that the banks are becoming equal 
partners and an equal solution in this ecosystem, when we're thinking about fintech and the technology 
solutions of the tomorrow. 
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John Davis: 

No, that's great. And, and maybe a quick one for Mike, just on the growth algorithm here, it appears to 
me that I'm not sure if you guys have disclosed it, but if I think out into the out years when you're, 
you're kind of modeling 60 plus percent revenue growth, maybe just help us think about that? From a 
net revenue retention, I would assume that year one, you sign up a partner that they continue to grow 
with you pretty significantly. So as we think about that 60% kind of in the out years, how much of that's 
from kind of the existing base or kind of net revenue retention, and how much of it is from kind of new 
partners or, or kind of new wins, if you will? 

Mike Kurlander: 

Yep. Yeah, it's a great question. And I think to the first part of it, the slide that we showed earlier on 
around the addressable market really gives you a sense of how much opportunity there is. We're in very, 
very large, billions and billions of dollars of market opportunity. And so for us to achieve our goals, we 
don't need to be a massive fraction of that overall market. We have so much capacity because of the 
overall size of the markets that we're invested in. To your question of how to, as the forecast build up, 
we actually start building it from a bottom's up perspective. And in the early years i.e. into like next year, 
for example, really, we think about that from a position of, a lot of that's driven just by our existing 
partners. 

Mike Kurlander: 

The majority of it's driven by our existing partners and us just continuing to grow as they grow with our 
existing partners. And then we also go bottoms up into a list of all of the other opportunities that we 
have. And as we think about the world of banks, for example, which will be the sort of the next stepping 
stone for Pagaya, very few of those banks will need to be online for us to be able to meet the targets 
that we've set out. And so, as you get out into the further years, the shift is a little bit less on the existing 
partners and more on the new with that additional lead time. And really that next step for us will be into 
the large banks that we're already in a lot of very active and deep conversations with. 

John Davis: 

Okay. And then just domestic versus international splits it's largely a a domestic business to day with 
international op opportunities to expand internationally. Maybe just touch on that for a second? 

Mike Kurlander: 

Yeah. I mean the important part in our forecast is really, it's all driven by domestic. So everything, our 
focus is entirely domestically right now. So there's no revenues or volume projection in our forecast for 
international. I do think those will be market that will be available to us at some point, but not our 
current focus, given the size of the markets we can penetrate just in the US. So, and there's also, I 
should mention along those same lines, very little contribution from new products that are in our 
current forecast. So Gal touched on the growth of real estate as a complement to auto and to 
unsecured. We've got other products that we're already actively thinking about and working on. And 
they've very little impact into our years because we're just not formed enough yet for us to put into our 
forecast. Those obviously represent additional opportunities for us that are yet to come. 

John Davis: 

Okay. 
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Gal Krubiner: 

And I want to I want to double click on that. I think the interesting question is what is the set of, like 
what are the events that Pagaya needs to do or to accomplish, to be able to become a $100 billion dollar 
company? Because what you see in the business model in discussion is very clearly we have a lot of 
demand for our products. We are enabling many markets, we are growing at very high rates. But the 
really big question for Pagaya, and for investors to think about is what are the events that will make that 
to become the way to do business, the way to fund loans, the way to be able to enable the customers. 
And I think the question is, if the business model that is actually keeping the customer in the bank, but 
still being able to enable it and to drive AI into the core heart of the decisioning place is going to take on 
and continue to take on. 

Gal Krubiner: 

We going to see bigger banks lending, and we're going to see more meaningful organizations that have 
millions of million of customers partnering up with Pagaya. Now, if we took the number of 20, 30% lift 
that we can create for every origination partner, to think about what is the impact of lending, a big bank 
or a big brand. So what we are doing today is really focusing on the next level of success, the things that 
we'll be able to lend, and there are thousands of them in the US, they're not just five. So being able to 
successfully land very important partners like we are doing, working on the now is going to bring Pagaya 
to become a very important partner and tool in the ecosystem of lending in the US, maybe one of the 
most important partners that have ever exist from that perspective. And that's what we're driving for. 
And if we're going to be successful in that, hopefully that's going to be one of the most impactful 
companies on the US economy, trying to bring more inclusion and more ability to lend that has ever 
been before. And that's the $100 billion opportunity, the ability to bring that technology to the bank 
level in a business model, that brings everyone a win outcome. And that's what we're focusing day and 
day out. That's why Mike joined, that's why Leslie joined from JP Morgan. We are here collectively trying 
to make a difference. 

John Davis: 

No, that, Gal, that makes a lot of sense. As I think about the growth, obviously it's tremendous. Every 
growth story seems to have a bottleneck somewhere. Here, I think it's very clear, there's plenty of 
demand for your product, but maybe if we just flip to other side of the equation, talk a little bit about 
the funding mix, the diversification, the number, who's funding these loans. Because if I look at this 
business model from an outsider's perspective the one potential governor on growth is having the 
capital to lend, because you're not actually taking that capital yourself. So maybe talk about the demand 

John Davis: 

[inaudible] from your funding partners, the diversification. And I think that would be super helpful. 

Gal Krubiner: 

Sure. So funny enough, that's the place where Pagaya emerged from. So we started by the funding side 
and we have a very strong relationships and partnerships throughout in that. One of our investors in the 
company is GIC, and he's been a great partner for many years. And you can imagine that if you have the 
support of GIC behind you, money will not dry up so quickly to say the least. And obviously next to them, 
we have very strong other... anywhere from wealth management across Europe that is working with us, 
to very strong, massive asset managers in the US with endless amount of knowledge and understanding 
of the market that we're working with them hand to hand. 
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Gal Krubiner: 

Pension money across the globe. So I would say that the diversification type is very high and there are 
many different kinds of pockets in the world. And what we did as an active strategy is to develop 
different type of financial products to be able to meet that demand, let it be from ultra high net worth 
individual that want to invest and up until an institutional client that buying things in one for [inaudible]. 
So being a very big push in less deals, we have a lot of trust. And maybe Mike, you want to add for that 
feel free? 

Mike Kurlander: 

Yeah, I was going to say, this is a really interesting product for the funding side as well because if you 
think about those institutions that Gal just referred to, this presents an opportunity for them to get 
access to an asset class which historically was a little bit more difficult to access. And the challenge that 
those clients have is who's there to actually ensure the performance of... these are individual loans to 
consumers... Who's there to help them through that journey of understanding the credit and actually 
being able to understand the credit worthiness of the ultimate borrowers? 

Mike Kurlander: 

Pagaya solves that for these institutional clients and has developed the products to allow them to invest. 
And so it's really, we talk about it being a win-win on all sides and it really is true. It's not that we're out 
there seeking institutional clients and kind of asking for them to join us. It's actually them trusting us and 
saying to us, how can you help solve a problem for us, which we're doing. 

John Davis: 

That's really helpful. And Mike, maybe if you could just run through a... I think it'd be helpful for a quick 
example. Maybe you have a loan that's a 10% yield. How much of... to the end customer. Maybe break 
down what the rev share fee is that you would pay, what Pagaya gets to keep, and then what's your 
funding partner ultimately collects off of that, just to help understand a little bit of how the economic 
model flows on a loan. 

Mike Kurlander: 

Yeah, you want to start with that one Gal and I'll fill in? 

Gal Krubiner: 

Sure. So I think... Let's take a 14 to 15% interest, that's more realistic these days in the US... personal 
loans or that type of product. And then if you think about that, we are thinking about 14, 15% plus a 5% 
of origination. So the APR is going to be like 16, something like that. We are taking throughout that 
process, 8%, usually 9%, as an all-in fee. And then 3 to 4% out of it, maybe four and a half even 
sometimes, transferring it to the partners. So out of the eight to nine that we have, 30 to 40% is going to 
the partners. And the rest is obviously going to our investors that are investing. And they usually get five 
to 6% [our way] on the assets and in the different structures, et cetera, that's meeting their interest 
demand and yield. 

Gal Krubiner: 

So that's on a one example basis. And if you think about it, obviously the very important piece is to grow 
the network, right? So your ability to drive a lot of growth and in different markets, that's what is 
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important for the ability to fill that out. And the models are becoming better and better in the 
understanding of the different population. And the AI is really what drives that ability to be able to 
produce that amount of high returns versus the market, which if you would think about it, as long as we 
get more partner and more data, we're becoming a better hub for that ability to make the decisioning 
and therefore to drive a better outcome for all the participants in the market. So that would be the 
example. 

John Davis: 

Okay, great. Maybe just take it a step further just from your institutional investors perspective. If they're 
getting, let's just call it a 6% yield, on average, what do... obviously losses and credit environments are 
extremely good. But if I'm looking at it from their perspective, they're getting a 6% yield, fortunately- 

Gal Krubiner: 

That's close. 

John Davis: 

...rates are low so their cost of capital... So what are losses? 

Gal Krubiner: 

That's post losses. Losses are usually coming in these [inaudible]. I did the net, but losses are usually 
coming at between 3 to 4% on an annual basis and six is on an annual basis, obviously. 

John Davis: 

Okay. No, that makes sense. And I think we have time for one more. So I'll just... Competition. Is 
anybody else doing this? Something like this? Just kind of curious, how you guys view the competitive 
landscape? 

Gal Krubiner: 

So I don't have to say fortunately or unfortunately, but we don't have really direct competitors. 
Sometimes you prefer to have that because that helps the ecosystem to become more knowledgeable 
about these places, these things earlier. No, so we don't have any direct competitors. And we're in a 
situation where we are working with all the partners, which are enabling that. I'm sure will come 
competition. Maybe more will come from a Pagaya for insurance or Pagaya for something else. 

Gal Krubiner: 

I think on credit we have such a strong stand. There would be hard to compete meaningfully at this 
point because the so-called low hanging fruit that we manage to collapse to kind of grab in the last few 
years and to build the data mode. And the advantage is becoming a very strong ability to kind of keep 
competition away with 170 data scientists, as I said. 

Gal Krubiner: 

So that's tough, but potentially in other markets. And that's one of the reasons why we are very much, 
very much going up new markets because it's all about the flywheel, right? Once you kick in the 
flywheel, the ability for other competition to come is becoming much harder. So we are trying to start 
this flywheel, not just in personal loans, but to move to auto loans, et cetera. Usually you will see 
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product companies all becoming very focused. And then after a few years start to develop new markets. 
Pagaya is only five years old, just to be clear. So the ability to have three markets in only five years old is 
not something that is common. And the reason behind is to keep competition away and to be able to 
drive this flywheel to the relevant place of stopping other competition. 

John Davis: 

Okay. No, that's super helpful. And unfortunately, I think we're out of time, so I think we're going to 
have to wrap it there. But Gal and Mike, thanks for the time. Super interesting story and look forward to 
following your progress going forward. So everyone have a great day. Thanks for joining. 

Mike Kurlander: 

Thank you. 

Gal Krubiner: 

Thank you so much for your time. 

 


